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Who is the speaker in “The Man He Killed” by Thomas Hardy?

A farmer  A soldier  A murderer A gun

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What figure of speech is used in the following lines?

The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls

personification  allusion 

metaphor apostrophe

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following statements are TRUE?

Poetry should be beautiful.

Poetry should give a moral instruction.

The speaker of a poem is its poet.

Experiences conveyed in poems are concentrated.

3-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What kind of imagery is incorporated in the following lines?

When icicles hang by the wall / and Dick the shepherd blow his nail

visual auditory olfactory gustatory

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The function of poetry is to make………

beautiful aspects of life ugly fantastic and imaginary aspecte realistic

all life experiences enjoyable philosophical aspects realistic 

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The difference between poetry and other literature is one only of ........

degree dimension 

goal literary techniques

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In “The Man He Killed” by Thomas hardy, the theme is…

Friendship is great especially after you lose him.

It expresses the irrationality of war. 

Death is inevitable in war. 

People are miserable.

7-

1.

2.

3.

4.

“Infantry” In the following line means …......

But ranged as infantry / and staring face to face

Offspring Foot guards Junior Infants’ rank

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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In “The Man He Killed” what is the reason that the enemy of the speaker has taken part in

the war?

He was irrational. He was trained for this war.

He was out of work. He had a grudge against the speaker.

9-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is the theme of “It Is Not Growing Like a Tree” by Ben Johnson?

The value of life is based on its duration.

Human life is growing exactly like a tree.

Life is too short to waste it aimlessly.

Life is to be measured by its excellency not by its long time.

10-

1.

2.

3.

4.

“sere” In the following line means........….

“or standing long an oak, three hundred year, / to fall a log at last, dry, bald, sere:”

Withered glowing undamaged magnitude

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I am not cruel, only faithful-/ the eye of a little god, four cornered.”

What is the technique used in the above lines?

simile metanomy allusion metaphor

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“Then she turns to those liars, the candles or the moon./ I see her back and reflect it

faithfully.”

What is the technique used in the above lines?

personification synechdoche metanomy allusion

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“I think it is a part of my heart. But it flickers./Faces and darkness separate us over and

over.”

What is the technique used in the above lines?

metanomy symbole synechdoche paradox

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Who is the speaker in “Richard Cory” by Robinson?

A duke One of the citizens 

Richard Cory himself His friend

15-

1. 2.

3. 4.

It is a poem about a lover who goes to visit his sweetheart through sea by a yatch. It is

written by Robert Browning.

No Longer Mourn For Me The Pilgrimage

 Meeting at Night The Road Not Taken

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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What kind of imagery is used in the following lines?

“Then a mile of warm sea-scented beach;/three field to cross till a farm appear”

gustatory auditory tactile olfactory

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the theme of “The Road Not Taken” by Robert Frost?

The limitation of human life is proposed.

Peculiar feeling and affection for a particular star.

The beauty of the surroundings and nature is elaborately described.

A delicate experience of wandering in the wood is explained.

18-

1.

2.

3.

4.

“The Pilgrimage” by Herbert is based on ....

allusion symbol dramatic irony allegory

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the technique used in the following lines?

“Nay, if you read this line, remember not/the hand that write it, for I love you so"

synecdoche paradox metanomy symbol

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the theme of “No Longer Mourn For Me” by Shakespeare?

Life is far too short to mourn for the death of any body, even me.

Do not mourn for my death lest others mock you.

Life continues even if some dear one dies.

Now that you know I will die, you will love me more.

21-

1.

2.

3.

4.

To whom the Duke is speaking in “My Last Duchess"?

Duchess A guardian Ferra Envoy

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What has happened to the duchess in “My Last Duchess” by Browning?

She has been sent to exile She has been killed

She has been praised She became the queen.

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What are the characteristics of the Duke?

He is timid and shy . He is benevolent and generous

He is arrogant and selfish He is arrogant and selfish

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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I repeat,/the count your master’s known munificence/is ample warrant that no just

pretence/

What is the meaning of “munificence”?

Generosity magnificent Luxurious Splendid

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the technique used in the following line?

“love’s not Time’s fool," 

paradox metanomy

personofication symbole

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

To compare something with something else without using linking words is called…

metannomy symbol Simile metaphor 

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 ……is an interior, or inside image that cannot be sensed with those five men’s senses.

Alliteration Abstract image Visual image Allusion

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

.............. is anything that stands for or represent something else beyond it.

Symbol Metaphor  Rhyme Irony

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In Sylvia Plath's "Mirror" the speaker is a(n) ..........

voice lake

mirror eye of a little god

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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